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Summary:
This paper focus on the role of language constructs in the design of
frameworks, with emphasis on support for encapsulation of the stable
part of the design, and on support for capturing its intentions in a
precise and preferably statically checkable way. Framework design is a
balance between flexibility and safety. However, in order for
frameworks to be industrially acceptable, the structural and behavioural
properties of a framework must be enforceable (mostly statically). We
will show that well-known static language constructs offers strong
support for industrial framework design, providing that they are
generalized.
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A framework encapsulates a reusable stable
design and provides hooks for extending and
varying this design and is SODQQHG for reuse. It’s
whole reason for existence is to be reused in different applications. A framework realizes a
coherent software architecture, consisting of
classes and objects with well-defined structural
and behavioral properties. The framework is
intended to be varied in given ways, and a welldesigned framework will allow these variations
to be easy to write correctly, and at the same
time provide sufficient flexibility in varying the
design. Good language support will allow a
framework designer to use the language to set up
rules for the intended use of the framework. For
example, it is desirable to have precise control
over how framework classes may be specialized.
We will here focus on the role of language constructs for the design of frameworks with
emphasis on support for encapsulation of the stable part of the design, and on support for capturing its intentions in a precise and preferably
statically checkable way. Framework design is a
balance between flexibility and safety. However,
in order for frameworks to be industrially
acceptable, the structural and behavioral properties of a framework must be enforceable (mostly
statically). We will show that well-known static
language constructs offer strong support for
industrial framework design, providing that they
are generalized. Our starting point is to look at
current object-oriented languages which are both
safe and flexible, exemplified by Eiffel [1],
BETA [2], and Java [3]. These languages are all
based on mainly static type checking and garbage collection which we find as basic prerequisites for being able to design safe frameworks.
We will discuss the role of four generalized language mechanisms in supporting framework
design: generalized block structure, generalized
inheritance, generalized virtuality, and singular

objects. These mechanisms are all available in
BETA, and partly in several other languages.
GENERAL BLOCK STRUCTURE
Most programming languages exhibit some form
of block structure, where block constructs like
classes, records, procedures, and functions can
be nested within each other. With JHQHUDOEORFN
VWUXFWXUH, we mean the possibility to nest any
kind of block construct within any other kind of
block construct to an arbitrary nesting depth.
This was pioneered in Algol whose block constructs are the procedure and statement block,
which could be nested arbitrary and to any
depth. Some function-oriented languages are
also built on general block structure, most notably Scheme [4].
For object-oriented languages, the general tendency has unfortunately been QRW to provide general block structure, and to have severe
restrictions on how blocks may be nested. Typical block constructs in object-oriented languages
are class and method constructs. For most
object-oriented languages, classes may contain
methods, but classes cannot contain local
classes, and methods cannot contain local
classes or methods. In contrast, Simula (which
was designed as an extension to Algol) did keep
the general block structure and allowed arbitrary
nesting of classes and methods to any depth.
However, there are certain restrictions in Simula
for how nested classes may be used and how
nested classes may inherit from other classes.
These restrictions were removed in BETA. Different uses of nested classes in BETA is discussed in detail in [5]. Java has recently adopted
the BETA style of allowing classes to be nested
(called LQQHU FODVVHV) [6]. C++ [7] namespaces
allow a very limited form of nested classes
where a local class can only access static variables and methods of its outer class, not dynamic

ones. There are also experimental object-oriented languages which have adopted BETAs
ideas of more general block structure [8].
General block structure is useful in frameworks
because it supports the notion of what we may
call QHVWHG KRRNV. A hook is a location in the
framework which can be specialized by the
application programmer. The normal kind of
hook is an abstract class which can be specialized by subclassing, and which contains abstract
methods (hook methods) which can be specialized by providing overriding methods in the subclasses [9]. This normal kind of hook is thus a 2level nested entity. However, by relying on general block structure it is possible to support
QHVWHG KRRNV: A hook (class or method) may
contain any number of local hooks (other classes
or methods) each of which may contain any
number of local hooks, and so on to any suitable
depth. This provides the framework designer
with excellent possibilities for describing precisely what can be extended and specialized in a
framework. Nested hooks will thereby be truly
architecture and behavior preserving since they
can be statically enclosed directly within the
framework.
General block structure also allows the framework itself to be described as a block. In most
object-oriented languages, a framework is a collection of classes which form some kind of package or library. However, general block structure
allows the framework itself to be described by a
class. The framework class can then contain
local classes and methods, some of which may
be hooks. This is useful because the framework
class will itself be a hook, and one may obtain a
default application simply by instantiating the
framework class as is.
Allowing frameworks to be designed as classes
gives another important property, namely design
of an inheritance hierarchy of frameworks, with
the general framework at the root of the hierarchy, and the very application specific frameworks at the leaves of the hierarchy.
This use of general block structure is omnipresent in the BETA library frameworks. For example, in Lidskjalv, the framework for graphical
user interfaces, Lidskjalv is itself a class, containing local classes for windows which in turn
contain local classes for menus, etc.
GENERAL INHERITANCE
Inheritance is often described as an “incremental
modification mechanism” [10], allowing indi-

vidual instance variables and operations to be
added in subclasses. However, the possibility to
add or override operations gives fairly coarsegrained incremental modification. Fine-grained
incremental modification can be achieved by
supporting inheritance also for methods, i.e. a
method can have submethods in analogy to a
class having subclasses. BETA supports inheritance for methods in the following way: The
supermethod may contain a statement LQQHU
which causes the code of the submethod to be
executed. Submethods may declare additional
input and output parameters (return values). (See
[11] for more details.) The LQQHU construct originates from Simula where it is used in class bodies. The idea of submethods based on Simula’s
LQQHU mechanism was originally proposed in
[12].
If inheritance is supported for all kinds of block
constructs in a language, we say that the language has JHQHUDOLQKHULWDQFH. The fine-grained
incremental modification which can be obtained
in languages with general inheritance is important in framework design because it gives the
framework designer the possibility to define
fine-grained hooks which give more control over
how the framework is used.
By using method inheritance, a hook in the form
of an LQQHU statement can be added directly into
a control structure in the framework, allowing
the application programmer to extend the behavior directly in the context of the hook. For example, assume that the framework contains a
method for iterating through some internal data
structures. By method inheritance, the application programmer will be able to extend this iterating behavior, using all the local structures
defined for the supermethod.
Method inheritance can partly be simulated by
using the design pattern Template Method which
factors out sub-behavior of a template method to
virtual hook methods [13]. However, because
the hook methods are virtual, they can only be
specialized once in each subclass. In contrast,
method inheritance allows the framework to
define also QRQYLUWXDO abstract methods, such as
the iterator mentioned above, for which the
application programmer can provide any number
of submethods. This cannot be handled by the
Template Method pattern.
The LQQHU construct combines actions top-down
(from superclass to subclass) and is similar to
the FDOOQH[WPHWKRG construct for DURXQG methods in CLOS, which however combines actions

bottom-up [14]. For framework design, topdown combination is often more appropriate
because it gives the framework designer more
control over the behavior, and relieves the application programmer of having to remember informal programming conventions, such as “when
overriding this method, you must call VXSHU or
FDOOQH[WPHWKRG at the end of the method”.
GENERAL VIRTUALITY
A virtual method is a well understood concept in
object-oriented programming: a class defining a
virtual method gives incomplete information
about the implementation of that method. The
complete information is in general not known
until run-time. By taking a more general view on
virtuality we can define it as a mechanism for
supplying incomplete information about an
entity at a given level of abstraction. Taking this
view, we see that virtuality applies only to PHWK
RGV in mainstream object-oriented programming.
By JHQHUDO YLUWXDOLW\, we mean a language
where virtuality can be applied to DOO kinds of
block constructs in the language. In BETA, the
unification of methods and classes has lead to
the notion of YLUWXDO FODVVHV [15] in analogy to
virtual methods. A class defining a local virtual
class declares that the local virtual class must be
a subclass of some specific class. However, the
exact subclass may not be known until run-time.
Virtual classes correspond to a kind of type
parameters (bounded polymorphism), and the
mechanism can be used as an alternative to
parameterized classes in Eiffel, or templates in
C++. A recent proposal shows how virtual
classes can be added to Java [16].
The covariant properties of general virtuality
gives an elegant separation of the statically
available information, defined in the abstraction,
and the dynamically available information,
defined in the specializations (in contrast to
Eiffel which mixes these issues [17]).
Virtual classes are very powerful when combined with general block structure. They allow
virtuals (or incomplete information) to be
described at any level in the program. This is
very useful in framework design, because it
allows incomplete descriptions to appear at any
level in the design. For example, the framework
may itself contain a virtual class. This will then
serve as a type parameter to the entire framework, provided as a single point for specialization by the application programmer. The
alternative using ordinary main-stream parame-

terized classes would be for the application programmer to consistently parameterize all
abstract classes in the framework (or give special instantiation operations for these abstract
classes) which make use of this virtual class.
This is cumbersome and error-prone for the
application programmer, leading to possible
structural or behavioral problems in the usage of
the framework.
At the fine-grained level, general block structure
combined with general virtuality allows individual methods to be parameterized by other methods or classes. Another interesting difference is
that individual virtual attributes can be further
specified individually, whereas in templates, all
template arguments need to be bound simultaneously. Also, virtual attributes can be further
specialized in several steps, whereas template
arguments can only be bound once (since an
instantiated template is not a template, but a
class or method).
SINGULAR OBJECTS
In traditional object-oriented languages, objects
are always instances of previously defined
classes. In framework design, and especially
framework usages, this imposes an extra burden
on the application programmer, since in order to
create an object which is not just a plain instance
of a framework class, the programmer needs to
define a subclass of this framework class, and
then instantiate the object from this new class.
Singular objects offers an elegant solution by
allowing object instantiation and class specialization to be done in the same declaration,
removing the need for introducing auxiliary subclasses. Singular objects were originally introduced in BETA and are now also available in
Java (called DQRQ\PRXVFODVVHV).
Frameworks are often characterized as being
mainly EODFNER[ (where classes are instantiated
rather than specialized) or mainly ZKLWHER[
(where classes are intended to be specialized)
[18]. It is common to strive for making frameworks more blackbox by eliminating the need
for subclassing by adding instantiation parameters as suggested in [19]. However, such parameterization is less flexible than subclassing, and
often cumbersome to use. Singular objects provide a more elegant and flexible solution.
Furthermore, it is often claimed that blackbox
frameworks are easier to use than whitebox
frameworks because using a method call protocol interface is easier than using a specialization

protocol. While this may be true in Smalltalk
where there are very weak mechanisms for controlling specialization, it is not true in general.
On the contrary, it is important that the language
supports encapsulation so that only details relevant to the application programmer are exposed
for specialization, thereby providing a blackbox
interface also for specialization. Many languages
have information hiding constructs like SULYDWH
KLGGHQ etc. for this. Another important aspect is
the possibility to define non-virtual methods
which the application programmer cannot override, and the possibility to stop a virtual method
from being further overridden in subclasses, as is
possibly using the ILQDO construct available in
BETA and Java.
CONCLUSIONS
Advanced and mission-critical frameworks
impose modeling and safety requirements on the
programming languages to be used. In particular, there is a growing need for providing flexibility in a statically, type-safe manner. We have
in this paper shown how generalizing ordinary
language constructs can provide the framework
designer with greater possibilities to encapsulate
the stable parts of a design in a type safe way,
giving the framework designer fine-grained possibilities to control how the framework can be
varied, and providing a very high degree of flexibility in applying the framework. These generalized language constructs have already been
realized and tested in real languages, most notably in BETA.
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